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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether an administrative procedure enacted for
one federal agency set forth in 49 U.S.C. 46110(a) (the
Act), preempts the Age Discrimination Employment Act
(ADEA), which is a remedial statute to be given liberal
construction with broad application to protect as many
covered individuals as possible, when a federal employee
has suffered age discrimination and age retaliation.
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OPINIONS BELOW

The decision of the court of appeals is
reproduced in the Appendix herein at 1a-16a. The
decision of the U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Texas, Fort Worth Division is not officially
reported is reproduced in the Appendix at 38a - 40a.

JURISDICTION

The judgment of the court of appeals was issued
on August 9, 2010. Pet. App. la-16a. Petitioner’s
timely petition for rehearing was denied on October 14,
2010. Pet. App. 41a. This Court’s jurisdiction is
invoked under 28 U.S.C. 1254(1).

RELEVANT PROVISION INVOLVED

29 U.S. C §633a(a)

"’All personnel actions effecting employees or
applicants for employment who are at least forth
(40) years of age.., shall be free from any
,discrimination based on age."

49 U.S.C. §46110(a)

"A person disclosing a substantial interest in an
order issued by the Administrator of the Federal
aviation Administration with respect to aviation
duties and powers designated to be carried out
by the Administrator...may apply for review of
the order by filing a petition for review in the
United States Court of Appeals for the District
,of Columbia Circuit or in the court of appeals of
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the United States for the circuit in which the
person resides or has its principal place of
business."

29 U.S.C §633s

"all personnel actions effecting employees or
applicants for employment who are at least forty
(40) years of age.., shall be free from any
discrimination based on age."

STATEMENT

This case concerns whether or not an act
invoking an administrative procedure for one federal
agency should be allowed to preempt ADEA. The
Petitioner is a Designated Engineering Representative
(DER) for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and has been for over twenty-five (25) years. A DER is
to be an independent contractor. From 1983 through
2000, seventeen years, the Petitioner maintained his
independence. From 2000 to present, FAA began to
micro-manage Petitioner, controlled his work
performance ability and decision making, controlled his
hours of work, controlled his website, controlled his
ability to produce income and imposed restraints which
controlled Petitioner’s job, tasks, and duties. FAA
exerted control over the Petitioner to such a degree as
to have changed his status from independent contractor
to an employee. After years of good service, Mr. Ligon
had numerous areas of certification that were
decertified because of ongoing age discrimination and
age retaliation. The Act grants exclusive jurisdiction to
the Court of Appeals for challenges to a FFA Order,
such as the decertification of areas of practice. See 49
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U.S.C. §46110(a). ADEA grants exclusive jurisdictions
for federal employees effected by age discrimination to
the District Courts. The Petitioner has always
maintained that the control exerted over him changed
his status from independent contractor to that of an
employee. Therefore, the threshold issue of whether or
not Ligon is an employee is necessary to be resolved in
order to know what court has subject matter
jurisdiction.

The Lower Court found that whether or not the
Petitioner was an employee was immaterial.
Regardless of his status as an employee or not, the Act
preempted ADEA, removing from the Petitioner the
right to seek redress under ADEA.1 Therefore, the
Petitioner has been left without the right to proceed in
District Court, but he also was not allowed to have the
issue of decertification transferred to the Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in accordance with 49
U.S.C. 46110(a) and 28 U.S.C. 1631. Ligon has been left
with no remedy and/or avenue to a remedy and ADEA
has been preempted by an administrative process
applicable to only one federal agency.

1. The Petitioner completed a career as
CAA/FAA employee in 1983 and in that same year he
became a DER. As a DER he had acquired
approximately 540 areas of authority. The Petitioner
has at all times conceded that as a DER he was
intended to be a independent contractor. He status as

1Both Petitioner and Respondent agree that ADEA confers
exclusive jurisdiction to the Federal District Courts for federal
employees who have suffered age discrimination and subsequent
retaliation.
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an independent contract began to change in 2000 when
a new supervisor was assigned to him. At such time he
was required to do more in order to receive his
certification than other DERs. Mr. Ligon was to
consult with management first before he made any
determinations, his hours of operations were limited,
information was taken off of his website, and he was
ordered to perform tests that he deemed unnecessary
as well as every detail of his work was overseen by his
FAA supervisor.

The Respondent’s management had made
statements about getting rid of the older DERs. Mr.
Ligon filed an EEO Administrative Complaint invoking
the process exclusively available for federal employees.
After Mr. Ligon complained of age discrimination his
immediate supervisor put a memo into the Petitioner’s
personnel file wherein the supervisor sought to have
the Petitioner’s employment with FAA terminated
because he had filed an EEO Complaint. Immediately
following the Petitioner’s complaint of age
discrimination over half of his areas of certification
were removed and for the first time in his career with
FAA, he was cited as "uncooperative" by FAA
management.

2. Based upon the aforementioned control and
acts of discrimination, as well as retaliation, the
Petitioner continued in the EEO Administrative
process available to federal employees. At the
exhaustion of the Administrative process, the
Petitioner filed in Federal District Court asserting
violations of ADEA.
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The District Court acknowledged in accordance

with Jenifer Arbaugh v. Y & Age Corporation, 380
F.3rd 219, No.03-30365 (5t~ Cir. August 2, 2004)
reversed on other grounds, 546 U.S.C. 500 (2006), that
control is the most important factor in determining the
Petitioner’s employment status. The District Court
determined in an Order granting the Respondent’s
Motio~L for Summary Judgment that the Petitioner was
not an employee recognized by ADEA. Petitioner was
not allowed to go to trial on the issue of whether or not
he wa~,~ an employee, although there were declarations
from the Petitioner and other witnesses that he was no
longer independent, but under the absolute control of
FAA.

The Petitioner then requested the District Court
in accordance with 28 U.S.C. §1631 and 49 U.S.C. 46110
to have the issue of decertification transferred to the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals for review. The District
Court ,~enied the Petitioner’s request.

3. The Petitioner timely appealed to the Lower
Court, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. The
Lower Court determined that it was irrelevant
whether the Petitioner was an employee.    The
Petitioner at all times has maintained that the
determination of his employment status was a
threshold issue that had to be resolved in order to
determine which court had subject matter jurisdiction.
ADEA mandates that a federal employee fulfil the
Administrative process regarding an age discrimination
complaint, then proceed to Federal District Court.In
accordance with ADEA that was the only avenue
available to the Petitioner, unless it was determined
that he was not an employee. At such time, and only at
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such time as a determination that he was not an
employee, the Petitioner should have been able to
transfer to a Court of Appeals for review of his
decertification. The Lower Court eviscerated ADEA
by determining that regardless of whether or not the
Appellant was an employee he did not have the right to
proceed under ADEA for his age discrimination and
age retaliation claims, which had resulted in massive
decertification of his areas of practice.’~

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION

The decision below effectively eviscerates
ADEA. The Act grants exclusive jurisdiction to the
Court of Appeals for challenges to an FAA Order. 49
U.S.C. §46110(a). Likewise, ADEA grants exclusive
jurisdiction to the District Courts in regards to age
discrimination inflicted upon a federal employee and/or
a former federal employee. Therefore, both the Act and
ADEA grant exclusive jurisdiction, one to the
Appellant Courts and one to the District Court
respectively.

In Breen v. Peters, 474 F2nd 1, (DDC 2007), the
Plaintiffs filed suit in 2005 alleging that FAA had
discriminated against them by targeting their jobs for
outsourcing and terminating their federal employment
in violation of ADEA. In that case, the government
filed a Motion to Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction and a
Motion for Summary Judgment, Motions such as
Respondent filed in this case.’~ The Respondent argued

’~After the determination by the lower court in this case, the Court
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit determined in Jones v. FAA, Case
No. 09-11239 that Title VII was also preempted by the Act.
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that in their Motion to Dismiss in Breen, as they argued
in the case now before the Court, that the ADEA
claims were an impermissible collateral attack and that
the decisions at issue could only be reviewed by the
Court of Appeals. Respondent’s argument did not
prevail in the Breen case. The District Court was found
to have jurisdiction, because a claim of age
discrimination is not inescapably intertwined and that
the ADEA claim was properly before the District
Court. (Id., pg. 7). In Breen, the test as to whether an
exclusive administrative jurisdiction provision
precludes a District Court from hearing a given claim,
was if the administrative agency had the authority to
decide the issue raised by the claim. (Id., pg. 5). FAA
does not have the authority to hearing a complaint of
age di~crimination (Id., pg. 7). In the Breen case, the
District Court refused to eviscerate ADEA and the
purposes of ADEA.

1. ILIGON’S STATUS AS AN EMPLOYEE IS
IRELEVANT

It is relevant whether or not Petitioner is an
employee, for it indeed determines whether the Act
applies or ADEA applies to his cause of action. As
noted before, both the Act and ADEA grant exclusive

~The Respondent at first argued that the District Court did not
have subject matter jurisdiction and that subject matter
jurisdiction was solely with the Court of Appeals pursuant to 49
U.S.Co 46110(a). Respondent changed their position regarding
subject matter jurisdiction while the case was at the Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. At that time, the Respondent
asserted that ADEA confers exclusive jurisdiction to the Federal
District Courts for federal employees asserting age discrimination
and age retaliation.
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jurisdiction, one to the Appellant Courts and one to the
District Courts respectfully.    The determination of
employment status would likewise determine which
Court has subject matter jurisdiction.

DERs were not meant to be employees, but
qualified private persons. An FFA administrator "May
delegate to a qualified private person".    (Emp.
Added). (See 49 U.S.C. §44702(d)(1), 44704).
Furthermore, the Act states "A person disclosing a
substantial interest in an order issued by the
administrator may petition an appellant court for
review." (Emp. Added). 49 U.S.C. §46110(a). The Act’s
language clearly indicates that it addresses persons
and not employees.

In contrast, ADEA applies to individuals who
are or were an employee subjected to age
discrimination and/or retaliation.    Therefore, the
determination of whether the Petitioner is an employee
remains relevant.

Mr. Ligon filed in District Court under ADEA
due to the control that had been asserted over him by
FAA, thus changing his employment status. There is
no bright line test of when an individual becomes an
employee. In the Darden Test Hybrid the highest and
most probative item on the Darden test is the extent of
control of the means and methods by which an
individual performs his job and produces his product.
See National Mutual Insurance v. Darden, 503 U.S.
318 (1992).    Furthermore, this Court found in
Clackamas Gastroenterology Associates, P. & NBSP;
C. v. Wells, 538 U.S. 400 (2003) the common-law
element of control is the principal guidepost for
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determining whether an individual is an employee. The
Petitioner set forth evidence of the extensive control
FAA had exerted over his work starting in 2000. He
was never allowed to proceed to trial on the issue of his
employment status at District Court, but it was
determined in Summary Judgment that he was not an
employee. The Lower Court then found that it was
irrelevant whether he was an employee, because they
determined the Act preempts ADEA, whether he is
deemed an employee or not deemed to be an employee.

2. LOWER COURT IMPROPERLY USED
BIVENS CASE LAW.

The case law relied on by the Lower Court to
eviscerate ADEA was Bivens case law. A Bivens cause
of action is a constitutional tort claim, which has been
created by the courts and exist if and only if there is no
other remedy available when there has been a
constitutional harm. There is no statutorily granted
exclusive jurisdiction for a Bivens claim. An employee
who has suffered discrimination cannot file a Bivens
constitutional tort against management officials. A
Bivens claim would be precluded by either Title VII
and/or ADEA. The lower court took case law wherein
the Act preempted a Bivens claim and applied it to
determine that the Act then preempts ADEA. It was
improl?er for the Lower Court to apply Bivens case law
to an ADEA cause of action for the purposes of
dismissing an ADEA claim.
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SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION
REMOVED FROM THE DISTRICT COURT
ENDOWED BY ADEA

Both the Petitioner and the Respondent agree at
this time that ADEA confers exclusive jurisdiction to
the Federal District Courts for federal employees who
have suffered age discrimination and subsequent
retaliation.    Likewise the Act grants exclusive
jurisdiction to the Court of Appeals for challenges to
FAA Orders.

Petitioner has always asserted and continues to
assert, that there is a threshold issue of whether or not
he is an employee. If he is an employee, the exclusive
cause of action is recognized under ADEA and
exclusive jurisdiction lies with the District Court. If he
is not an employee, then the Act applies exclusive
jurisdiction for review of his decertification by an Order
of FAA to the Court of Appeals. The Lower Court’s
determination is that if there is an FAA Order, there
can never be an age discrimination case filed under
ADEA. Such a determination eviscerates the purpose
and intent of ADEA. Furthermore, the Lower Court
allowed a narrow statute applying to only one agency
to preempt a much more broadly applied statute
implemented for remedial purposes.

The Lower Court then did not allow the transfer
of the issue of the Agency’s orders decertifying
Petitioner’s areas of authority to the Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit in accordance with 49 U.S.C.
46110(a) and 28 U.S.C. 1631. If it is determined that the
District Court does not have subject matter
jurisdiction, either because the Petitioner is not
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determined an employee and therefore ADEA does not
apply or as the Lower Court decided that the Act
preempts ADEA, then the issue of decertification
should have been transferred to the Court of Appeals
for review, since the Petitioner was timely in all
regards to his ADEA cause of action.

4. THE RESULT OF THE LOWER COURT’S
DECISION

The Lower Court’s decision to preempt ADEA,
a statute protecting an aging American workforce,
wherein the youngest baby boomers are at least fifty
(50) years of age, puts the protections set in place by
ADEA at risk. It gives a free "get out of jail" ticket to
the FAA to engage in discrimination and retaliation, by
merely framing what they have done as an Order. The
Breen ,case indicates how the FAA can assert that their
discriminatory actions are an order subject only to 49
U.S.C. 46110(a). The Lower Court’s decision weakens
ADEA, when the American workforce, including
federal, employees, are aging and are in need of
ADEA’s protections.
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CONCLUSION

The petition for a writ of certiorari should be
granted.

Respectfully submitted,

Rebecca L. Fisher
Counsel of Record
Rebecca L. Fisher &
Associates
P. O. Box 417
McGregor, Texas 76657
254-840-0220


